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The ability to view and track your entire supply chain will make it stronger. But no company can do that alone.
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How to Trace a Path to Resilient, Sustainable Supply Chains

At a Glance

- Sweeping market changes, capped by a pandemic, have made it clear that supply chains, long managed to be cost effective and reliable, now also must be resilient and sustainable.

- Resilient, sustainable supply chains offer a competitive advantage, but they require that companies have clear visibility throughout the chain and the ability to trace both inputs and outputs.

- The technology exists to do this, but companies must still figure out how to harvest and share data, which technologies to adopt for their business case, and how to use external certifications.

- Few, if any, companies can do this alone, but collaboration across an industry can help accelerate the effort.

Long before Covid-19, supply chains had been under increasing pressure from customers demanding customized, personalized products and immediate, inexpensive delivery. But most supply chains—built to deliver dependable supply at the lowest cost—weren’t up to those tasks. Many were stretched tautly across the globe even as rising trade tensions, market shocks, disruptive technologies, and the increasingly severe effects of climate change exposed them as brittle and opaque.

The pandemic, which ruptured so many of those chains, was merely a final blow. To executives, it already was clear that resilience—that is, a supply chain’s ability to heal, reroute or substitute inputs—had become as important as reliability and efficiency.

To make resilience a reality, however, executives need visibility into how materials and goods enter and move through the chain. They must be able to see what is happening everywhere in their supply chain and trace any item within it—from field to factory to customer and beyond. Today, the technology exists to turn that need into an operational reality.

Visibility and traceability also can help companies meet stakeholders’ growing demands for sustainable supply chains by making sure that sourcing raw materials, converting them into products and delivering them to market does no environmental, social or economic damage.

Both resilience and sustainability are priorities that executives can’t ignore. The pandemic highlighted the obvious dangers to any business with a supply chain that cannot operate in a crisis. But resilience also comes with huge benefits for companies that are able to continue serving their customers and to meet their increasingly changeable demands. Similarly, companies that lack sustainability can find
their products penalized by regulators and scorned by customers, while companies that can point to sustainable practices and products are rewarded.

### Balancing supply chain priorities

Of course, reliability and efficiency remain important priorities. But our recent survey of supply chain executives, conducted in collaboration with the World Economic Forum, shows that a new balance of priorities is emerging across industries: Both resilience and sustainability grew in importance, with sustainability boasting the highest percentage growth across industries over the past three years (see Figure 1).

For years, supply chain executives tended to assume that resilience or sustainability require trade-offs on cost or dependability. And this is sometimes true. For example, a company that aims to increase resilience and reduce dependence on a single supplier by maintaining dual or multiple suppliers might need to pay a higher cost per unit.

But trade-offs are not a given, and often these priorities are complementary. Here, again, visibility and transparency play a key role, providing insights that can help executives make the best long- and short-term decisions. To do so, they need the right information at their fingertips from as far up and down the

---

**Figure 1:** The prioritization of resilience, sustainability and traditional supply chain priorities has become more balanced in recent years

Which of the following objectives were and are most important for your supply chain and traceability tools?

**Percentage-point allocation for four supply chain pillars**

Source: Supply Chain Traceability Survey, July 2020, N=131 (food and beverage n=33, chemicals n=30, electronics n=26, automotive n=27)
value chain as possible. For example, buying certified and sustainable inputs might be more expensive than noncertified ones, but companies often deliver premium economics through increased volume, market share gains and better pricing. Although many companies have been forced to seek greater visibility into their supply chains to increase resilience, those investments now can also reveal near-term opportunities to increase efficiency, reliability and sustainability. Across sectors, the companies that have the best visibility and traceability will have the most competitive supply chains (see Figure 2).

To achieve this, companies are adopting so-called “control towers,” with an ultimate goal of creating resilient, self-healing supply chains and seamless collaboration among the players along the chain. Technical sophistication ranges widely today:

- Some control towers provide real-time data across the full supply chain and can predict suboptimal events or disruptions.
- Many focus on limited portions of the supply chain, with batched data and less ability to predict.
- None yet have the deep transparency that industry-wide data standards and sharing would make possible. But we predict that day is not far off.

**Figure 2:** Visibility and traceability are at the heart of the supply chain of the future
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With the right data, control towers can provide much of the information needed to understand what’s happening within the supply chain—across supplier tiers, during the conversion process and all the way into the customers’ hands.

Managing the operations and economics of supply chains with the same tool used to manage sustainability, which was often not the direct responsibility of supply chain organizations in the past, also makes sustainability an integral part of overall supply chain decision making—both at the input level and during the conversion processes (see Figure 3).

The increasing push for circular supply chains that recapture and reuse raw materials at the end of a product’s life cycle depends heavily on traceability. Tracing materials throughout the product life cycle is a prerequisite for feeding them back into the conversion process for reuse, recycling or remanufacturing. Each cycle reduces the consumption of raw input materials, and these circular supply chains are not limited to a single company’s value chain. Often, materials are recycled by third parties and later fed into another sector’s value chain as substitutes for virgin raw materials. To fully capture these opportunities, companies also need visibility into supply and demand.

**Figure 3:** Traceability allows organizations to embed sustainability directly into the supply chain decision-making process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traceability and visibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inputs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sourcing of raw materials in a renewable and nondestructive manner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of fair labor practices to support worker retention and satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment of capital from responsible sources that share sustainability objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmentally friendly logistics or transportation of materials or end products</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These improve supply chain performance in four areas

Source: Bain & Company
Among many encouraging examples is the way in which Dole, the California-based agricultural multinational, has begun to incorporate advanced traceability solutions into its supply chain. Logging products on blockchain allows Dole to increase the efficiency of recalls and food safety investigations, and tracing a product now only takes seconds instead of weeks.

In the fashion world, LVMH announced the development, in partnership with ConsenSys and Microsoft, of AURA, a track-and-trace solution to prevent counterfeit products from entering the supply chain. Its vision is to share the product journey with consumers to instill trust in product authenticity and also to use the visibility into point-of-sale data to help better anticipate demand and prevent overproduction.

Cases such as these illustrate how supply chain traceability and visibility allow companies to deliver on their productivity, reliability, resilience and sustainability goals. As part of the World Economic Forum’s Accelerating Digital Traceability for Sustainable Production initiative, Bain gathered insights through interviews and surveys with more than 150 supply chain executives. Across companies and industries, respondents consistently reported a push for greater traceability and more reliable end-to-end supply chain visibility. Although all industries need efficient, resilient, reliable and sustainable supply chains, the specific business cases for traceability and visibility solutions tend to be industry specific (see the industry profiles at the end of this brief). This creates an opportunity for companies in the same industry to work together to tackle sector-wide challenges and to define their own traceability standards, but it also makes it more difficult to enable cross-sector solutions. The first movers within these industries will have the opportunity to set sustainability standards.
The continuous stream of innovation makes a new level of supply chain transparency and sector-wide collaboration possible.

A path to achieving supply chain traceability and visibility

This is an exciting time for supply chain evolution. The availability of data continues to increase exponentially, and large-scale adoption of technologies such as artificial intelligence, the Internet of Things, blockchain and 5G makes it easier to gather relevant data in real time. This continuous stream of innovation makes a new level of supply chain transparency and sector-wide collaboration possible.

Still, fewer than 15% of executives feel as though their current capabilities allow them to deliver traceability consistently, according to the survey we conducted with the World Economic Forum. A majority of companies have started to build some capabilities, but in our survey, they gave their capabilities low marks for sophistication as they struggle to integrate them or realize business value. Unreliable or nonstandard data top their list of common barriers to traceability, with technical and organizational barriers close behind (see Figures 4 and 5). The journey toward traceable supply chains involves four key steps for companies.

Carefully define how visibility and traceability will provide value to your company. To produce the greatest benefits, companies should pursue visibility and traceability approaches that are closely tied to their business and customer strategy. Walmart, for example, reduced the time required to trace the provenance of mangoes sold in US stores by more than 99% by using IBM’s Hyperledger Fabric platform. Honeywell’s GoDirect Trade platform digitizes provenance and quality tracking, enabling users to reduce the total time required to resell aircraft components by 50%. Maersk’s TradeLens achieved a 40% reduction in transit time for shipments by digitizing the handshake process among shippers, regulators and recipients.
Figure 4: Today’s traceability efforts still lack sophistication

On a scale of 1 to 4, in which 1 equals highly unsophisticated and 4 equals highly sophisticated, how sophisticated are your industry’s digital capabilities to enable supply chain traceability?

Figure 5: Unreliable or nonstandard data is the leading barrier to achieving traceability

On a scale of 1 to 4, in which 1 equals no capability and 4 equals a developed, consistent ability, how well are you able to deliver on operational traceability? And what are the barriers you face?
Map out the data model, and begin collecting the necessary data across the supply chain. Start by asking the following questions:

- Which data do we need?
- Where is it captured?
- How trustworthy is it?

Despite vast amounts of siloed, partially structured data, companies often still find that the data they need doesn’t exist in internal systems—or it isn’t available at all. They must learn how to integrate external data sources, including logistics systems and suppliers’ enterprise resource planning (ERP) solutions, and how to begin collecting critical data that isn’t available today. A good data model also clearly describes the relationship between data elements, and it ensures that the right business events and information will be captured to support business analysis.

Assemble a next-generation technology stack to facilitate data collection, analysis and sharing.

Most companies lack a platform specifically designed to provide visibility and traceability across the supply chain. Instead, they typically try to combine legacy ERP solutions with homegrown visualization and analysis. But these systems weren’t built for that purpose, and their ability to automate traceability and visibility with multiple ecosystem partners is limited. At the same time, making a big new technology investment in this rapidly evolving space carries risks of its own, with technology providers entering the supply chain market with solutions from many different angles.

- Information led: Some solutions center on providing aggregated industry information, benchmarks and market intelligence to empower decision making.
- Certification led: Other solutions provide environmental, social and governance ratings based on shared information.
- Software led: Yet another set of solutions employ use cases and information sharing as enablers (for example, data analytics engines or cloud storage solutions), point solutions focused on one set of supply chain priorities, or end-to-end supply chain engines.
- Service led: Consulting services provide strategic advice that builds on the insights delivered by software or data aggregation solutions.

Adding to the complexity, companies face a mix of for-profit and not-for-profit players that offer a wide range of solutions focusing on everything from visibility to strategy. In the end, a compelling ecosystem will likely include elements from each of these various solution types. When evaluating
the market, companies should consider how these new systems will fit into their current systems landscape. Some systems will primarily serve as sources for required data, while others will be the enablers for aggregation, analysis and sharing.

**Implement the appropriate data operating model both inside and outside the company.** Full supply chain traceability and visibility depends on data sharing, but most companies have found that is hard—and not for technical reasons. Companies often find that the data they receive isn’t valuable or trustworthy or that sharing collapses because of privacy concerns or because there was no trusted party coordinating the effort (see Figure 6).

Effective data sharing starts inside each company by overcoming silos to create a single source of truth for relevant data. They need processes, systems and talent for data collection and cleansing, and they need analysis to turn data into insights that can fuel business decisions. Only then can they figure out the appropriate way to share the data with ecosystem partners. That, in turn, will present new questions about the level of data aggregation, the sharing frequency and life span of the data. Companies also need to consider who owns the shared data and the resulting analyses, and they need to figure out how to ensure strict privacy for the source data.

**Figure 6:** Privacy concerns and untrustworthy data make companies reluctant to share their own data in exchange for access to aggregated industry data

What are the top two barriers keeping you from sharing your data in exchange for access to industry-level aggregated information?

**Percentage of respondents ranking each barrier in their top two**

- Data privacy: 47%
- Data input reliability: 21%
- Concerns with aggregation methodology: 21%
- Lack of helpful visualizations: 20%
- Lack of a trusted third party: 20%
- Industry data not helpful: 13%
- Other: 15%

You receive the information but really have no idea what to do with it. Nothing is really done with the information to drive change.”
—Former supply chain executive for a large consumer packaged goods company

“There’s no way for us to validate inputs efficiently to trust that the aggregated data is actually believable and useful for us.”
—Former supply chain executive for a large food and beverage company

“You’re depending on competitor figures. You can’t trust that they are calculating metrics in the same way.”
—Former supply chain executive for a large consumer packaged goods company

Sources: Supply Chain Traceability Survey, July 2020, N=131; expert interviews
If multiple players in a sector align on a common language, standards or data model, all will benefit from accelerated capability development, less decision complexity, easier benchmarking and collaboration.

**Multistakeholder collaboration as accelerator**

No company can build visibility and traceability into its supply chain on its own. Instead, the effort requires collaboration among multiple stakeholders within a sector to set standards and fund platform-type investments, to focus resources and share costs, and to gain traction. If multiple players in a sector align on a common language, standards or data model, all will benefit from accelerated capability development, less decision complexity, easier benchmarking and collaboration.

There is precedent for this sort of effort: The creation of generally accepted accounting principles allowed companies to report common financial metrics and gave investors and other stakeholders a way to reliably benchmark financial performance. Similarly, the automotive industry agreed more than 40 years ago to use an electronic data interchange as the standard for planning and delivery schedules to support lean manufacturing and just-in-time delivery.

In recent years, several sectors have combined forces to accelerate traceability and visibility. For example:

- IBM’s Food Trust, founded in 2017, addresses the need for smarter, safer and more sustainable food supply systems by connecting an ecosystem of producers, suppliers, manufacturers, retailers and other stakeholders. The blockchain-powered solution helps ecosystem participants eliminate supply chain bottlenecks, enhance their reputation for quality, ensure safety and regulatory compliance, and build a sustainable supply chain with less waste and spoilage.

- The MediLedger Project, launched in 2017, brings together pharmaceutical manufacturers and wholesalers in a working group to explore the potential of blockchain to meet the Drug Supply Chain Security Act requirements for a track-and-trace system for US drugs. The project became the MediLedger Network, a fully decentralized network that aims to inspire industry players to develop multiple solutions based on current business issues.
The key questions to address

Despite the challenges of building such networks, many industry leaders agree that in the future, companies will share data across a supply chain as well as their sector and that they will work together to improve the supporting technology and analytical engines to ensure efficient, reliable, resilient and sustainable supply chains.

If that is the future, how do we get there? Our view is that industry leaders (moving ahead of regulators) will likely push the initial development of the platforms and set the standards, after which they’ll be joined by other industry players who see the value. In order to gain industry-wide traction, industry leaders need to run pilots that set a standard for multistakeholder collaboration among suppliers, customers, tech providers and other players. Lessons learned from these pilots will form a foundation on which to build future versions of the platform and help define how to scale it across the industry. In the past, efforts to define the full initiative up front and then roll it out on day one foundered; this approach may look fantastic on paper, but it doesn’t work in reality. The cost of aligning too many stakeholders gets in the way of solving an already complex, multidimensional problem. An Agile approach that starts small and gains traction with compelling business results is more likely to lead to alignment around standards and certifications that can then be scaled up across use cases and participants.

Below, we look at the key questions industry leaders need to answer in order to develop visibility and traceability platforms and practices (see Figure 7).

How do we create an environment that fosters sharing? Companies will need to work with partner organizations and even their competitors to achieve true visibility and traceability across supply chains. Because reluctance to share supply chain data with competitors remains very high—only 6% of executives who responded to the World Economic Forum/Bain survey feel comfortable with this today—these efforts also are likely to require the involvement of trusted neutral entities, such as industry associations, to truly achieve sector-wide adoption. Two-thirds of executives told us that they are comfortable sharing operational data with industry associations (see Figure 8).

Sharing is not limited to data. Not-for-profit organizations, including industry associations, are critical to encourage the sharing of experience and best practices. These organizations can rally stakeholders together and ensure that industry standards and exchange mechanisms serve all industry players. For example, GS1, a not-for-profit organization, helps everyone involved in making, moving and trading goods to automate and standardize their supply chain processes, using the common language of GS1 global standards. GS1’s standard library includes the GTIN (global trade item number) standard, which provides different globally recognized ways to add an identifier such as a barcode to a product.
**Figure 7:** An industry-wide visibility and traceability solution requires four key ingredients

- **Sharing mechanism**: Outline mechanism for sharing data, experience and best practices with the sector, consumer and regulator.
- **Digital platform**: Analyze and visualize data that has been aggregated on both company and sector levels in a neutral and trusted space.
- **Integrated certifications**: Provide or validate certification to build trust between participants and to enhance consumer and regulator confidence.
- **Comprehensive toolkit**: Use as guidance on how to start your journey and how to use the solution for benchmarking and value creation.

Source: Bain & Company

**Figure 8:** Few executives are willing to share data with competitors, but most are willing to share with industry associations

With which entities would you be most willing to share operational data in exchange for access to aggregated industry data?

**Percentage of respondents ranking each entity in their top two**

Sources: Supply Chain Traceability Survey, July 2020, N=131; expert interviews
Fostering sharing requires a common language as a foundation; it also requires a strong operating model that clarifies sharing mechanisms. That model needs to be flexible enough to scale from a pilot setting to a sector-wide solution, and it is essential to ensure fair representation of multiple stakeholders in decision making as well as to clarify how to cover the ongoing costs of operating and scaling the solution. Additionally, it’s important that all participants receive attractive incentives—the strongest incentives will be those that directly lead to improved sustainability, efficiency, resilience or reliability of participants’ supply chains.

**How do we bring the digital platform to life?** Multistakeholder collaboration across an industry will depend on a digital platform that offers safe data and best practice sharing. Given the rapid pace of innovation in the supply chain visibility and traceability solutions market, it’s likely that a technology company will need to shoulder the ongoing hosting and development of the platform and then commercialize the solution after the value has proved robust in pilots. The digital platform should be able to sit on top of existing company-specific supply chain and analytics solutions and integrate with them as needed, allowing users to visualize key information and to enable decision support.

**How do we create trust and confidence in certification?** Certifications play a key role in building trust between companies and consumers and among companies within a supply chain. Working with the digital platform, certification providers can certify the inputs and processes of each platform participant, certify the digital platform itself, or certify the analytical results that it produces. Certifications that can be used for communications and marketing offer additional incentives for companies to participate. This is no doubt easier said than done; certifications have existed for decades and continue to struggle not just with acquiring accurate data but also with producing real change on the ground. But improving one will help improve the other—that is, if traceability solution providers collaborate with certification providers.
An increasingly holistic view should allow executives to improve their design even further, resulting in fewer trade-offs and offering opportunities for these elements to complement, rather than conflict with, each other.

**How do we mobilize and create value?** Creating end-to-end supply chain visibility and traceability through a multistakeholder collaboration is a challenging task and requires significant investment from every participant. To avoid getting lost in the details or spread too thinly, we believe that every company involved needs to develop a toolkit to guide their in-house and collaborative visibility and traceability efforts. The toolkit should include a playbook for how to build the required capabilities in terms of people, systems and processes; guidance around how to benchmark performance, progress and development against sector; and clear roles and responsibilities for deriving business value and sustainability from the newly available insights.

Companies looking to get started should recognize that they no longer have to think of efficiency, reliability, resilience and sustainability as inevitable trade-offs. As supply chains become more transparent and provide more data about each of these elements, an increasingly holistic view should allow executives to improve their design even further, resulting in fewer trade-offs and offering opportunities for these elements to complement, rather than conflict with, each other.

Creating a new, balanced supply chain requires a two-track approach. Inside your company, you should accept the uncertainty that comes with innovation and approach the challenge both present-forward and future-back. That means pursuing two to three opportunities that solve key challenges for your organization today so that you can realize immediate value and learn from each opportunity. At the same time, think hard about the future. What would your ideal supply chain and supply chain capabilities look like 10 years from now? Adopt a clear future vision, and then work backward to determine which capabilities you will need to build to win.

And outside your company, get engaged. Look for the organizations within your sector (and beyond) that are wrestling with these same issues and actively trying to solve them. This is not
a business problem that can be solved by one company alone. The companies that take the lead in collaboration today will have the advantage. Those that sit on the sidelines will have to be content with whatever the industry ultimately adopts. But those that seize the opportunity now will set the standards, both within their industry and across sectors.
Supply chain visibility and traceability: Food and beverage

Industry profile

| Highest strategic supply chain priority | Efficiency |
| Supply chain priority with highest growth over past three years | Sustainability |
| Maturity of current visibility/traceability capabilities | Low |
| Willingness to share data | Low |

Industry needs

- Consumers want reliable and easily accessible information about the provenance, safety and environmental footprint of products while making purchasing decisions
- Consumer demands, regulatory requirements and opportunities to improve sales make traceability a higher priority than in other industries
- Lack of visibility creates resilience challenges—for instance, lockdowns made it difficult to move products in and out of quarantined areas.
- Waste prevention through recyclability and changes in product and packaging design is a priority, as is more efficient input usage in general
- With sustainability a high priority, the industry needs to find ways to make efficient trade-offs or uncover synergies with other supply chain priorities

Examples

**TRACE PRODUCT PROVENANCE**
Retail company: Trace product origins in seconds to identify sources of outbreaks and to efficiently manage product recall
- Using blockchain technology to collect provenance data from farms; several pilots underway with other industry participants
- Expansion to other uses, such as consumer transparency and certification validation, is on the horizon

**RESPOND TO MATERIAL SHORTAGES**
Consumer packaged goods company: Track and trace products to respond to supply shortages proactively, and bring in other suppliers when needed
- Using blockchain technology to gain real-time visibility into supplier operations
- Visibility and quicker reactions to disruptions reduce costs

**BENCHMARK SUPPLIER PERFORMANCE**
Agriculture company: Manage suppliers by collecting data on them and benchmarking performance
- Collect data from suppliers on countries of origin, farmer training and product certifications
- Technology platform helps identify improvement opportunities through data visualization

Achieving visibility and traceability

**PROGRESS**
The industry already has jointly created global standards that make information sharing easier (e.g., product identity via GS1), and it has begun collaborating to enhance supply chain visibility (e.g., IBM Food Trust)
The ability to differentiate products in the market by providing provenance information has resulted in multiple consortia and alliances around supply chain traceability and visibility
Several certification standards exist for both inputs (e.g., Fair Trade, Roundtable for Sustainable Palm Oil) and the conversion process (e.g., Cradle to Cradle), but it is still considered difficult to validate how well companies are meeting certification standards
Executives feel they deliver well on sustainability initiatives around reducing pollution and contamination, but they are not satisfied with progress on high-priority sustainability goals such as plastics and water usage, energy efficiency, waste management, input provenance, and fair labor practices

**BARRIERS**
Cost is the biggest barrier: Few brands have figured out how to make sustainability part of their brand promise to justify the investment
Manual track and trace has often been considered “good enough,” limiting the push for better visibility and traceability
It is difficult to tag animals and perishable inputs efficiently and reliably (e.g., forgery proof) at scale to trace them; the overall effort and cost of traceability data gathering is considered too high, especially for smaller players; suppliers also often do not trust consumer packaged goods companies to share openly
Executives question whether the benefits of customer-facing certifications, which the majority is pursuing, outweigh the cost
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Supply chain visibility and traceability: Textiles

**Industry profile**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
<th>Sustainability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highest strategic supply chain priority</td>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>Sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply chain priority with highest growth over past three years</td>
<td>Sustainability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maturity of current visibility/traceability capabilities</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willingness to share data</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Industry needs**

- The industry has long prioritized cost efficiency and fast turnaround to deliver on “fast fashion,” resulting in the sector becoming a major contributor to pollution
- Pressure from consumers, nongovernmental organizations and regulators to improve sustainability has pushed the industry to adopt new practices and technologies to optimize products, reduce environmental footprint and improve conversion processes
- Many textile companies have shifted from supplier relationships that are transactional and focused on lowest cost to more long-term relationships that help support product tracking, traceability and visibility; brand desire for more visibility into manufacturing has spurred colocation of fabric source with manufacturing
- The industry could improve sustainability through more accurate sales forecasts and flexible, analytically based inventory allocation around the world

**Examples**

**TRACK SUPPLIER CHEMICAL USAGE**

*Textiles company:* Deploy tools to measure hazardous chemical usage and to identify reduction opportunities
  - Implemented sophisticated inventory management tool to aide supplier operations
  - Collaborated with other industry partners to develop best practices for reduction of hazardous chemicals

**PUBLICIZE SUPPLIER INFORMATION**

*Textiles company:* Create an interactive, consumer-facing interface of information for entire supplier network
  - Unlocked brand upside as consumers can verify practices
  - Incentivizes suppliers to adhere to higher standards to maintain business with textile company
  - More informed sourcing decisions have yielded additional efficiencies (e.g., millions of liters of water saved)

*Fashion company:* Use traceability to track supplier information beyond tier 1 suppliers
  - Set a standard of total transparency with suppliers
  - Tracks a variety of operational and sustainability performance metrics (e.g., fulfillment time, certifications, etc.)
  - Executes a consistent audit process to verify information

**MONITOR UPSTREAM PRODUCTION**

*Textiles company:* Create an interactive, consumer-facing interface of information for entire supplier network
  - Unlocked brand upside as consumers can verify practices
  - Incentivizes suppliers to adhere to higher standards to maintain business with textile company
  - More informed sourcing decisions have yielded additional efficiencies (e.g., millions of liters of water saved)

**Achieving visibility and traceability**

**PROGRESS**

*The digitization of manufacturing* has increased to support sustainability, with many companies deploying labor productivity tools, digitized documentation and work instructions, and working toward net zero emissions; manufacturing also is often the starting point for product tagging and tracking, although visibility into raw material sources is still limited

*Textile companies are investing* in digital technologies, expanding beyond foundational capabilities such as enterprise resource planning or cloud, to build material and product traceability and data analytics capabilities

*Depending on material type,* textile companies have moderate to good visibility on country origin; about 50% of companies publish their suppliers for cotton, polyester and nylon

*Circularity is a key focus* with ambitious goals, but with few results to date; creative directors will play a key role in embedding circularity into design

*Executives feel that* they are making good progress on fair labor practice goals, which is a high priority for input optimization

**BARRIERS**

*Dominant business models* in fast fashion rely on high inventories and short product life cycles

*Traditionally, subsectors have operated* in vertical silos, hindering the streamlining of conversion processes

*Different data protection rules* across countries as well as missing global standards for data sharing impede information exchange

*While many standard sustainability* certifications exist for the textile sector (e.g., GOTS, BCI, bluesign), supplier certification remains a very manual and time-consuming process that can only support spot checks today

*Brands are cautious* about providing provenance information to end consumers to avoid a negative effect on perception and brand value
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Supply chain visibility and traceability: Chemicals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry profile</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highest strategic supply chain priority</td>
<td>Efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply chain priority with highest growth over past three years</td>
<td>Sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maturity of current visibility/traceability capabilities</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willingness to share data</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Industry needs

- Supply chain efficiency remains the highest priority, but regulatory pressure is fueling a focus on sustainability
- More than 10,000 regulations are aimed at eliminating hazardous chemicals, and more than 5,000 are aimed at energy efficiency and climate protection
- The consumer push for sustainability is weaker than in other industries, but leading companies are pushing themselves and suppliers toward more transparent and circular supply chains
- Visibility investments help companies comply with global and regional safety rules; visibility also improves production planning efficiency and overall resilience
- The chemical industry's actions have a cascading effect on downstream industries

Examples

**DIVERT PLASTIC WASTE FROM LANDFILLS**

Chemical company: Leverage blockchain technology to track plastic life cycle
- Pilot concept through partnership between large chemical company and technology firm
- Digital plastic tracing technology embedded in polymers helps with tracking and transparency

**IDENTIFY POTENTIAL RESILIENCE GAPS**

Chemical company: Identify supply chain vulnerabilities
- Use enterprise risk management software to understand the potential impacts of weather-related events, foreign currency exchange rates and volatility of energy costs on supply chain operations

**CERTIFY SUPPLIER OPERATIONS**

Chemical company: View supplier practices to ensure adherence to Roundtable for Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) certification
- Work with palm oil and palm kernel oil suppliers to document RSPO membership
- Aim for full traceability up to mills by 2020 and to plantations by 2027

Achieving visibility and traceability

**PROGRESS**

- Best practice sharing and sector-wide collaboration are common among chemical companies, although willingness to share data is mostly limited to product and process data required by regulation (e.g., SDS, ROHS)
- The industry is open to sharing more nonregulated data publicly if there is a business case; manufacturers and suppliers are increasingly collaborating on reuse and recycling
- Executives are satisfied with progress on high-priority goals related to energy efficiency as well as reducing pollution and contamination, but they struggle with plastic reduction and waste and water management
- Executives feel as though they have made good progress on input provenance, fair labor practices, biodiversity and land usage

**BARRIERS**

- The industry has only nascent traceability capabilities, especially for noncommoditized products; focus largely has been on the digitization and automation of production, and limited resources have been dedicated to supply chain visibility
- Executives are less comfortable sharing data with suppliers than in other industries because of intellectual property and competitive concerns; limited data exchange and transparency between supply chain partners also makes it difficult to validate supplier sustainability certifications
- Lack of appropriate technology has stymied investment in supply chain partner integration
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Supply chain visibility and traceability: Automotive

Industry profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Highest strategic supply chain priority</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supply chain priority with highest growth over past three years</td>
<td>Resilience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maturity of current visibility/traceability capabilities</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willingness to share data</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Industry needs

- The industry faces the five “Races” megatrends: real customer focus, autonomous driving, connectivity and digitization, electric powertrains, and shared mobility
- Traceability is necessary to provide more visibility into the tiered supply chain, to identify additional efficiencies and to improve resilience
- An increased share of electric vehicles (EVs) in the product portfolio requires original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) to redesign their supply chains for electric powertrains, and they must rethink vehicle architecture to address increased digitization while also increasing the efficiency and resiliency of the core business
- The industry has an increased focus on sustainability and circularity—for instance, carbon-neutral production

Examples

**IMPROVE MINERALS SOURCING**

Auto company: Implemented a traceability platform with battery suppliers to ensure responsibly sourced cobalt
- Blockchain-based solution to track chain of custody back to origin of materials, which enables faster identification of defective materials
- Both of the auto company’s global battery suppliers need to ensure that cobalt supply is fully consistent with OECD guidelines

**CREATE VEHICLE ID STANDARD**

Major auto companies: Collaborated on shared VID standard
- Presently, VID acts as a tamper-resistant digital identifier, facilitating vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication (e.g., billing for EV charging)
- A unified standard enables future applications to track life cycle events associated with a particular VID

**IMPROVE INPUT PARTS TRACKING**

Auto company: Developed a digital platform for end-to-end supply chain visibility
- Blockchain-based pilot for tracking headlight purchases, with plans to continue scaling upstream and for other uses
- Aims to address complexity of international operations and to reduce administrative burdens

Achieving visibility and traceability

**PROGRESS**

Industry associations play an important role in fostering data sharing and benchmarking

Companies are willing to collaborate on standards that benefit the whole sector (e.g., electronic data interchange, Surgere AutoSphere, the Open Manufacturing Platform)

Data sharing with suppliers is common and a prerequisite for lean manufacturing

Executives feel they are making good progress toward high-priority sustainability goals related to fair labor practices and wages as well as the reduction of contamination and pollution, but they struggle with energy efficiency and waste management

Executives also struggle to achieve goals related to input provenance as well as land, water and plastics usage, but they rank these as areas of lower priority

**BARRIERS**

Constant pressure on suppliers to deliver annual savings to OEMs makes digital investment an afterthought, especially for tier 3 and tier 4 suppliers

OEMs often delegate the management of the long supplier tail to tier 1 suppliers and system integrators, losing visibility and control over traceability

The lack of global data standards beyond electronic data interchange slows data exchange and integration

Recent scandals have undermined consumer trust in certifications; executives struggle to validate supplier certifications, especially in the lower tiers
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Supply chain visibility and traceability: **Electronics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry profile</th>
<th>Efficiency/resilience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highest strategic supply chain priority</td>
<td>Efficiency/resilience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply chain priority with highest growth over past three years</td>
<td>Resilience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maturity of current visibility/traceability capabilities</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willingness to share data</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Industry needs**

- Technology firms historically have concentrated each step of the value chain on a limited number of companies and geographies to improve economies of scale and to reduce inventory, which made supply chains extremely efficient but vulnerable in times of crisis; resilience is now the No. 1 priority.
- Consumers currently prioritize price and quality, but they are increasingly concerned with e-waste and sustainability. In business to business, especially automotive and medical, customers require stringent certifications.
- The industry is seeking traceability to help customers and consumers understand product safety and quality, to trace returns and defects and to manage recalls, to improve visibility into the supply base in an effort to augment resilience, and to increase its share of recycled and sustainable inputs.

**Examples**

**REDUCE WASTE**

Electronic company: Participates in an open-source tool to reduce ocean-bound plastics and to create a circular supply chain.
- Blockchain-based solution and collaboration with other original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) across industries to share data and best practices.
- Unlocks cost savings by enabling more reuse of plastic in products and packaging.

**ELIMINATE CONFLICT MINERALS**

Electronic company: Deploys a sophisticated, interactive minerals management system.
- Interactive management system for suppliers to integrate data and share lessons from minerals sourcing.
- Efficient processes in place for data verification and audits enable quick decision making regarding suppliers.

**COLLABORATE FOR INDUSTRY CIRCULARITY**

Electronic company and retail company: Collaborate to track and incentivize post-use recycling from consumers.
- Retail company tracks and shares data through an online portal.
- Unlocks cost savings for electronics company through more recycling and reuse as well as growth for retail company’s repair business.

**Achieving visibility and traceability**

**PROGRESS**

The sector has many well-known consumer-facing certifications (e.g., Energy Star, VDE) and executives feel comfortable exchanging data with industry associations.

Electronic companies engage more in cross-industry consortia and alliances than in collaboration with direct competitors, and the sector has made good progress toward robust traceability for products delivered to sectors with high regulatory or safety requirements (e.g., medical, automotive).

Executives feel as though they are making good progress toward high-priority goals related to fair labor practices and input provenance, but they struggle to deliver on energy efficiency and fair wages.

Executives are satisfied with progress toward lower-priority goals of waste management, plastics usage, water usage and land usage.

**BARRIERS**

Many levels exist between raw material input and end product, with many suppliers per level; this plus a lack of data collection standards and poor tracking capabilities make supply chain traceability and visibility difficult for individual companies to achieve.

Companies have limited ability to efficiently verify sustainability certifications of lower-tier suppliers, making OEMs reluctant to share more information than legally required with customers.

Inputs are significantly transformed at each stage of the supply chain, making it difficult to trace the origin and use of each input.

Downstream, OEMs often lack relationships with smaller resellers and are unable to enforce product traceability.
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